Together We Can Take Action!
Last month we announced that due to the COVID19 pandemic, our 9th Annual Advocacy Day on
Capitol Hill had been rescheduled to September. Unfortunately, the decision has been made to cancel
the in-person meetings for this year, but we are still as dedicated as ever to making a difference and
making our voices heard on Capitol Hill. Please see below for ways that we can join together and
take action virtually to bring much needed awareness to brain aneurysms.
In Massachusetts, we have been very fortunate to
have Governor Charlie Baker support the work of
the Brain Aneurysm Foundation and realize the
importance of making September Brain Aneurysm
Awareness Month.
"I am proud once again to support the mission
of the Brain Aneurysm Foundation by declaring
September as Brain Aneurysm Awareness Month in
Massachusetts," said Governor Charlie Baker. "With
1 in 50 Americans impacted by this life altering
disease, it is important that we all continue to get
involved and this September, I look forward to
another opportunity for the community to come
together, raise awareness and share their stories of
survival and loss."
The Brain Aneurysm Foundation believes you have
a legislator that would take the lead to make this
declaration in your state.
Let’s make it our goal to have all 50 states in
September 2020 declare September as Brain
Aneurysm Awareness Month!

JOIN US HERE

Become a State Ambassador
Last summer we launched our Stop the Pop Campaign in hopes of spreading awareness and understanding
of brain aneurysms. We had great success in 2019 and we are still on a mission to secure ambassadors from
all fifty states in 2020! Click the button below to find out more about our goal to Stop the Pop and see how
you can help us raise awareness and provide education in your state.

JOIN YOUR STATE TEAM

Help Us
Spread Awareness
One easy way to help spread awareness is to Get Social!
Our Stop the Pop creative assets provide users with
impactful shareable facts related to brain aneurysms.
Choose from Fast Fact images, Facebook Profile
Frames, videos and more. Click below to start spreading
awareness via your social media channels!
Or, you can always follow @bafound and share posts
from our pages!

GET SOCIAL

Stay Connected with BAFound!

